## MOCP Equipment Model No:

- **MCA**
  - FE 004, FE 006, FK 006, FV 006, FCM, FVM 48 FA, FY 018, FA, FY 024, FH 001 FA, FY 042 FA, FY 048, FE 002, FE 003, FE 005, FH 003, FK 001
  - HTR Watts: FA, FY 036, FA, FY 030, FB 018, FB 030, PF, FX 019, PF, FX 025, FC 018
  - HTR Amps: FC-3601305AUT / CE0505A05T

- **EH-05AHNAUT**

- **HTR AMPS:**
  - FA, FY 060

### VOLTS:

- WAH, WAP 24, WAH 60, WAH, WAP 48, WAH, WAP 30, WAH, WAP 36, WAH, WAP 18

### INSTALLER CHECK:

- Appropriate box and place label on outside access panel

### TAG:

- 81-0861-00 Label 1/2

### MODEL NO:

- INSTALLER CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX AND PLACE LABEL ON OUTSIDE ACCESS PANEL

- **MODEL NO:**
  - Label 2/2

### SIM. TO:

- N/A

### APPROVED DATE:

- E.C.O. REVISIONS

### SYMBOL:

- REV. D

---

### Material

- Label Stock 13-3108-00

### Scale

- 1:1

### Tolerances

- Unless otherwise specified, standard commercial tolerances apply.

### Drawing

- B.W. 02/02/2018

### Approver

- Varies

---

**Note:**

- This print and the information herein are subject to changes without notice. The data is subject to errors or omissions and is not to be used for construction purposes without verification. It is provided for the convenience of the recipient, who is advised to verify all data and specifications for his own purposes.